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About This Game

"This game will be bigger than Skyrim!” - Bill Corbett, Rifftrax/Mystery Science Theatre 3000

Remember how every film had it's own platform game adaptation? When every man, woman, child, animal and inanimate
object were out to get your character? When the streets were filled with bats, ghosts and Frankenstein monsters? MANOS:

Director’s Cut will take you back to the absurd adaptations of the past!

Lost on their vacation, Mike and his family have wandered the desert trying to find a place to stay, only to wind up in the
mysterious Valley Lodge. Maintained by Torgo, an unusual man/satyr who "takes care of the place while The Master is away",
the hotel is swimming with paranormal activity which Mike has to brave through to find his now missing family. Who is The

Master, and what does he want with Mike's family? Armed with his trusty revolver, Mike will have to wander the haunted halls,
venture out into the desert, uncover a dark temple and battle the forces of darkness to find out!

The worst movie of all time is now a video game!

Homages to all of your least favourite terrible movies and games!

Retro-style cut-scenes telling the not-so-classic story of MANOS, with art by Matt Kap, the pixel artist from The
Binding of Isaac: Rebirth and Castle in the Darkness.
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Very enjoyable top down twin stick shooter adventure. Kill aliens on an abandoned spaceship, much action, creepy setting, good
sound and controls.. I love this game! I am so sad because I cannot finish it. My game is glitching at the puzzle in the "upside
down labrynth" when I am doing the object search. There seems to be no key to open the chest to get the necklace. I have
watched a walkthrough for the game, and my game just doesn't have the key to open to chest. Looks like I can't complete this
game that I paid for... and I was really loving it too.. Going through the tutorial, get to planets section after the pirate battle (like
so many other space games)
And the tutorial is not scripted in text to what the screens that pop up do.
PLANETS, that one feature in DOZENS of space empire games, have ruined the games.
Sins of a Solar Empire is seemingly the only game immune to crappy tutorials.
I am not going to waste 4 hours at 11pm at night trying to debug a tutorial. No wonder this has a meta of 28,
Uninstall and move on, it's buggy to get started because it has a hard core install error the devs have acknowledged they don't
give a♥♥♥♥♥♥about.
hard to learn because teh tutorial is so badly written and scripted it's like the one who wrote the NPC conversation didn't know
what was happening on the screen. or Vice versa. This game is pretty fun but there are some things about it that could be better.
1. More weapons: There is the pistol(only seen it at start when you spawn), a smg type gun, a shotgun, and a grenade. I think
they could add a few more like a rifle and some others.
2. More enemies: I feel like a ranged enemy would be a nice and fun thing to add.
3. Restarting the game: When you quit and later reopen the game to play again you have to restart all over so like if you ended at
level 200 and opened the game up the next day you have to start on level 0 (unless there is someway to save the game that I had
completely missed.
4. I don't think this game is worth $10, I would say wait until it goes on sale (I got this 90% off). This game does not only have
breath-taking graphics but amazing gameplay too! I can now emulate being a guinea pig riding rhinos in space! 10\/10. Fairly
decent. The tutorial isn't the best I've seen in gaming. Okay I wasn't that impressed with this game. The graphics were decent,
the story a bit boring. The game is just plain boring. Don't buy this game. There are other games in this genre that is way better..
Some people don't have the patience or don't like the "click fest" but I find this game to be very relaxing and it is great with
some personalized music in the background. Downloaded this game today and uploaded a video right after if anyone would like
to see more gameplay check it out, for me i found it best to re-map the controls when not using a controler , also some glitches
have occured when I continued to play such as when a quest was completed the BIG quest complete on the screen would not go
away. also why cant I exit the game and save? Ihave to alt tab out and close application? this game would have been a lot better
if these issues and other minor issues were adressed not sure why these small things sliped through. I cant completly recomend
Dungeons are Random however I did play it for a bit and most likely will play it again I just hope they can fix some of these
issues.

Dungeons are Random- Frog Boss https:\/\/youtu.be\/VMKw-RIOOMo
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IM TOO DUMB FOR THIS BU?T LOOKS LIKE A FUN GAME

FLIPPING AROUND MAKES ME DIZZY. im actually surprised how good this was. Wow. Just Wow. The graphics of this
game is amazing, If you have the right computer to play in Fantastic (Ultra) I haven't had a jumpscare like this before. if you
would call it a jumpscare (while i was scratching my eye) It's Got Puzzles but for me to say it's just a brain teaser. One thing
annoyed me was that when you tryed to shot the guy in the head. it goes threw him and not only that but takes 4-5hits to kill
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zdYs7r2_eW8
there's my first video, advise will be awsome veiwers!. If you are an artisit who has had even a passing interest in Graffitti then
get this.

It is more of a creative program/tool than a game. I have spent hours in it already, after a search on You Tube for Graffitti
tutorials I was creating pieces and enjoying the experince until my eyes hurt XD

It is well crafted and highly polished. I certainly recommend it for creative types.. First off - this game is hilarious. All of the
little sound effects, and the way that the robots in the intro talk, help give this game a light-hearted, approachable feel right off
the bat.

But man, after the tutorial level, and subsequent first\/second planets, this game can get difficult in a hurry. After having played
through the first set of 4 planets, I would love to go back and play through in a different order to find an easier path. It kind of
reminds me of playing any of the MegaMan games on NES -- the order of which you choose to play the levels is not set, and
you could easily debate which path to take for sake of ease or challenge. To help explain this: for each planet you beat, you are
then expected to survive 1 night longer on the next planet. So if you survuved 1 night on planet A, you now need to spend 2
nights on planet B. You get to choose the order of A, B, C, and D, but no matter which path you take, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
nights become more difficult to survive. I barely beat the 4th night.

I enjoyed having to consider the unique obsticles present on each planet, and expirimenting with my base to best suit what was
being thrown at me. It could sometimes be a bit overwhelming to search for the proper piece, create stacks of discarded pieces,
work to build new bots, and maintain units to fight off the monsters - but that said, it can also be very satisfying to complete a
robot's build at the last second, and send the little yellow dudes in to power your stuff and save you from certain death.

Honestly, for an Early Access game, this is really fun. I'm interested to see where the developers take this game in the future. I
would say money well spent, especially if you like tower defense or puzzle games.. I have to say I really enjoyed this game, I
loved this kind of TV program and this game really captuered that, I wish they made it so we could add our own shops and items
as self created DLC's this would make the game bloody epic and also live on for years to come.

The game is a normal hidden object game in the background but with the added fun of buying junk and selling it.

I will play this again.. This could be an amazing game, if it weren't for the fact that 90% of the playerbase is either some little
kid or just severely mentally challenged. Game is not very good for today standards.. Don't waste your time... Second episode is
a bit shorter than the first one. 1 hour and a half is the length as opposed to 2-3 hours in the first episode.

There is some quirky and charming stuff in there. It also gets strangely dark towards the end?

I'm still quite enjoying this game. Potential complaints would be that it's not always obvious which puzzles are mandatory for
story progression and that's it not possible to skip those puzzles. The hints system is very handy and it will usually give you most
of the answer (but not fully). In some puzzles I knew what to do but still managed to do something wrong somehow. In that case
I wish there was a "you tried and failed this puzzle for atleast 10 times now, skip it?" prompt.

Note that the solutions for all the puzzles are available online, so you can always check the solution there.
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